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Halma was asked to contribute to 
the Global Capital Goods Conference 
organised by Credit Suisse First Boston 
on 17 September 2003.  Stephen O’Shea, 
the Group Chief Executive, gave a 
presentation about the Group, which is 
summarised below.

Today is about what we do and how 
we do it.  We are capitalised at around 
£0.5 billion and are just outside the 
top 200 companies on the UK stock 
exchange. We make products that save 
lives, protect process plant and preserve 
the environment.  We make products 
to protect your life and health at work, 
at rest, at play but not at home.  They 
are valuable to the user and to us.  
Designing, making and selling them also 
creates unusually high shareholder value.

Halma is easy to understand.  We 
make high value products and service 
customers intensively.  Company 
operating assets include all tangible 
assets except cash or buildings.  This 
slide is a representative profile.  Halma’s 
return on sales on average has been 
between 17% and 20% for every one of 
the last ten years.

We focus companies on their assets 
because we dedicate ourselves to 
achieving high levels of wealth creation.  

The foundation is 50% return on 
operating assets (RoOA) in subsidiaries.
Typically the Group’s return on capital 
employed (ROCE) is less than the total 
of the subsidiaries because we hold our 
property centrally.  We also hold cash 
centrally.  If we add back all goodwill 
including all that’s written off years 
ago we reach a return on total invested 
capital (RoTIC) of close to 20%.

We have a ten-year consistent record 
of achieving this but what are we doing 
now?  What of the future?
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Even in these difficult times our capital 
employed last year was £87 million 
and we made £47 million of profit from 
it.  Remarkable numbers.  Why was the 
Group ROCE at 53%?  Because that 
year we successfully spent all our cash 
on internal R&D and acquisitions.  For 
years we have issued almost no shares 
and have never been geared.  Everything 
from operations to dividends has been 
funded fully from cash generated within 
the Group.

We have a progressive dividend policy 
and this has helped OUR total shareholder 
return compared to others.  Last year we 
paid £21 million to shareholders. 

Plainly we remain strong in bad times.  
When our industry (that means virtually 
any industry in any region) starts to 
grow then we will have increased sales 
opportunities and with a 17% return on 
sales you can see the impact on profits.

We have NEVER cut our R&D and have 
paid even more attention to innovation 
recently.  It’s a major platform for both 
security and growth.  Our profits come 
from our intellectual assets not our 
machinery.   The proof that we believe 
these principles deeply and operate them 
persistently is clearly evident from our 
record.  This is our philosophy.

We will now look at our carefully selected 
markets, our aim for high market shares 
and global effectiveness.

We make products that cost much less 
than the disasters they prevent.  Bursting 
discs are emergency pressure relief 
devices – like a fuse for pressure.  When 
a dangerous over pressure occurs in fuel 
storage, transport containers or process 
plants our bursting discs snap open, 
saving explosions in plants, preventing 
accidental discharges and protecting 
both people and the environment.  Most 
bursting discs only cost a couple of 
hundred dollars compared to the millions 
of dollars that can arise from damaged 
process plant, clean up operations and 
losses whilst the plant is rebuilt.

Performance is more important than 
price.  We make good margins.

Bursting discs are part of our Process 
Safety sector, one of our six areas of 
activity.  In the USA alone there are 
six million industrial injuries and six 
thousand deaths at work every year.  

That shows our opportunities for growth.
We make valuable products for growing 
markets.  Another example would be 
sterilising water and preventing leaks 
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of clean water throughout a distribution 
network.  The demand for clean water 
is growing across the world, but it is 
a limited resource.  We are the world 
market leader in identifying, localising 
and pinpointing water leaks.

So far this is a northern hemisphere 
market.  Europe has taken the lead 
but the USA is now following.  A $2 
million contract for Las Vegas – now 
being completed – allows hotels to turn 
back on their fountains and water their 
gardens and golf courses.  Water losses 
were starting to impair their vital tourist 
industry.

Long term this is plainly a world 
market with implications in agriculture, 
population growth, industry and health.

We build high market shares so that we 
can maintain technical leadership, the 
best service and the optimum product 
range. In this way we continually build 
barriers to competitors.  This does of 
course also give us pricing power.  We 
have skilled competitors but each of 
them is much smaller than we are.  
Another example of this is Elevator and 
Automatic Door Sensors.  Automatic 
doors are important for the safe and rapid 
movement of people in buildings.  There 

are two new European safety standards 
this year alone!  We have three material 
competitors, two Japanese and one 
Swiss.

The world population is moving in and 
moving up.  Into cities from rural areas 
and cities are building more and more 
high rise buildings, needing elevators.  
We are the world market leaders, we do 
the majority of the R&D in our sector.  
Ten per cent of our people are engaged 
in R&D in the Automatic Door and 
Elevator sector.  Not just the leader in 
this niche market but much bigger and 
much more profitable than the best of our 
competitors.

We have a continuous stream of new 
products – each one raising another 
barrier to competitors, we can and do 
provide the best global service.

In this sector we supply airports and 
hospitals, offices and factories, shopping 
malls, high-rise buildings.  In fact every 
building except your home.

We supply every industry, in every 
country so we have this very tight 
product focus that gives high 
performance and this huge breadth 
of customers that gives stability and 
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consistency in our profits and returns.   
Our retention of high market shares 
over long periods is one source of this 
reliability and we do it partly by being 
the ultimate practitioners in market 
segmentation.

Markets are not tidy, linear and isolated.  
Pie charts are unrepresentative.  Markets 
overlap and inter-react.   Indeed we find 
them organic in nature, changing every 
day, growing, moving and changing 
shape.  We therefore segment these 
markets into coherent sub-sets where 
a team absolutely dedicated 365 days 
a year to that sub-set can be the world 
experts and provide the best in class 
advice, service and product range.  We 
simplify the task so a good competent 
manager can and does do a superb job.  
This shows how we retain market power.

But how do we get there in the first 
place?  It’s a build, build, build and buy 
method (i.e. 3⁄4 organic – 1⁄4 acquisition).  
We create intellectual assets and 
from there unique products.  We find 
applications where our products are 
valuable.  We build up strength in a micro 
market then invade the adjacent ones.  
Usually we do this with products we have 
designed but we will also buy unique 
intellectual assets that we can deploy 

better than others.  We make these 
acquisitions from cash earned in our 
businesses.  We certainly have no lack of 
opportunity in our current sectors.

Internally we have a strong focus 
on innovation, we like to expand 
geographically and secure long term 
repeat ordering customers.  A practical 
example is our Fire and Gas sector.  We 
started out making professional point 
heat and smoke detectors – not the type 
you buy for your home.  This is the core 
product.  Like the jigsaw, as we add 
related products we can successfully 
build our presence in adjacent markets.  
In 1983 we made less than £1 million 
of sales of point fire detectors.  We now 
make over £35 million pounds worth of 
them out of a sector worth £70 million to 
us last year.  The other products we have 
either developed or acquired over the last 
twenty years.

Safety legislation generally ratchets 
upwards.  I gave you the example before 
of new European safety standards for 
elevators.  It’s like a low tide gently 
lapping in but totally unstoppable.  
There are three factors that predicate 
our success; real risk, recognition that 
the risk applies to me, a willingness to 
take action.  The more extreme the risk 
(almost however low the probability) the 
more likely people will take it seriously.

Companies export their safety 
standards – they rightly feel that all 
their employees, wherever in the world 
they are, have an equal right to safety 
at work.  This raises global safety 
expectations and increases global 
demand.

We make the products to keep you safe 
at work that warn you that your life is in 
danger NOW!
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When you know they exist you demand 
the product.  When this is the case you 
buy from the market leader not from 
“under the arches”.

Last year we made £47 million of profits 
from £87 million of tangible assets.  
We are unborrowed and highly cash 
generative because of our very high 
return on capital employed – typically in 
mid 40%, last year at a peak of 53%.  
This financial performance was delivered 
from the creation of, manufacture and 
sale of safety critical products.  Often 
life savers, always money savers.  
Our products are often critical to the 
continued operations of our customers.  
Price is relevant – we like everyone 
have to manage costs effectively – but 
performance is the key issue.

We have selected medium term growth 
markets and built powerful positions in 
our niches.  This gives us a return on 
sales of 17-20%.

Our most powerful tool in building 
sales, building profits is innovation.  
Importantly, but not exclusively, in 
creating new products but also in 
improved processes, new applications, 
extra routes to market and new 
customers all the way across the globe.  
This year the majority of the growth we 
will get will come from our own internal 
success.  We are not relying on any help 
from the world economy this year.

The best time to build market share is in 
the bad not the good times.  Then as a 
return to global growth comes – wherever 
it comes – we will benefit strongly.  We 
have the tools in place.  We have the 
people, the products and the resources 
to produce enviable results in poor times 
and as times improve outstanding results 
in both absolute terms and relative to our 
peers.

Thank you. 

Stephen O’Shea and Kevin Thompson 
then answered questions.

CAUTIONARY NOTE
The information contained in this summary is correct at 17 September 2003.  This document may 
include forward-looking statements that are not factual.  Such statements involve both known and 
unknown risks.  The actual results of Halma p.l.c. may differ from results that are anticipated or 
implied by any forward-looking statements.  The content of presentations, including any forward-
looking statements, is not revised after publication.


